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Abstract.  The physics of non-inductive current drive and current profile control using
the fast magnetosonic wave has been demonstrated on the DIII–D  tokamak.  In non-
sawtoothing discharges formed by neutral beam injection (NBI), the radial profile of
the fast wave current drive (FWCD) was determined by the response of the loop
voltage profile to co, counter, and symmetric antenna phasings, and was found to be in
good agreement with theoretical models.  The application of counter FWCD increased
the magnetic shear reversal of the plasma and delayed the onset of sawteeth, compared
to co FWCD.  The partial absorption of fast waves by energetic beam ions at high har-
monics of the ion cyclotron frequency was also evident from a build up of fast particle
pressure near the magnetic axis and a correlated increase in the neutron rate.  The
anomalous fast particle pressure and neutron rate increased with increasing NBI power
and peaked when a harmonic of the deuterium cyclotron frequency passed through the
center of the plasma.  The experimental FWCD efficiency was highest at 2 T where
the interaction between the fast waves and the beam ions was weakest; as the magnetic
field strength was lowered, the FWCD efficiency decreased to approximately half of the
maximum theoretical value.

INTRODUCTION

Non-inductive control of the steady-state current profile is required to achieve
the enhanced confinement and stability properties desired in a tokamak plasma.
One key tool in this effort on DIII–D is fast wave current drive (FWCD), which
provides a means of control for the central current density profile.  The FWCD
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system complements the electron cyclotron heating (ECH) system, which can pro-
vide off-axis non-inductive current drive.  Ongoing FWCD experiments on DIII–D
are aimed at demonstrating current profile control and (ultimately) maintaining sta-
tionary current profiles that improve the tokamak performance.

Previous experiments on DIII–D have established a firm foundation for the
physics of central electron heating [1] and current drive [2,3] with fast waves.
Electrons can absorb the fast wave through the coherent combination of Landau
damping and transit time magnetic pumping [4,5].  Full non-inductive current drive
has been achieved on DIII–D using a single four-strap fast wave antenna in
combination with ECH [6].

Three FWCD systems are now operational on DIII–D, each of which consists
of a four-strap antenna and a 2 MW radiofrequency (RF) generator.  For the
experiments reported in this paper, one antenna was tuned to 60 MHz while the
other two antennas were operated at 83 MHz; these frequencies correspond to 4–7
times the deuterium cyclotron frequency.  The antennas utilized 90° toroidal phasing
between straps to launch a directional wave; the phasing could be changed from co
to counter current drive between discharges.  Non-current drive phasings were also
possible either by using a symmetric antenna phasing such as (0,π,π,0) or by
using co and counter phasings on separate antennas in opposition.

All of the advanced tokamak scenarios proposed for DIII–D utilize neutral beam
injection (NBI) heating as well as RF heating.  In addition, many of the critical
diagnostics on DIII–D such as the motional Stark effect (MSE) and charge
exchange recombination (CER) emission require the NBI system. Therefore, it is
important to study the physics of FWCD and current profile control in a NBI heated
environment on DIII–D.  The interaction of the fast waves with the energetic beam
ions at high harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency was also studied in these
plasmas.  This interaction is analogous to the absorption of FWCD power by the
energetic alpha particles in an ignition device.

FWCD MEASUREMENTS

Detailed measurements of the profiles of non-inductive current driven by fast
waves on DIII–D permit a stringent comparison between theory and experiment.
The non-inductive current profile can be determined from the difference between the
measured plasma current profile, obtained from equilibrium reconstructions con-
strained by MSE data, and the Ohmic current profile; the Ohmic current profile in
turn was obtained from the internal parallel loop voltage determined from the time
derivative of the poloidal flux and the conductivity profile calculated from the mea-
sured plasma profiles [7].  The 16-channel MSE diagnostic was critical to these
internal loop voltage measurements.  The neutral beams were injected during the
current ramp phase and throughout the FWCD pulse to obtain MSE data; the NBI
heating had the additional benefit of increasing the target electron temperature to
~ 3  keV which increased the fast wave damping and delayed the onset of sawteeth.
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Analysis of six L–mode discharges with NBI heating alone (no FWCD) found that
the measured non-inductive current was in good agreement with the expected neu-
tral beam current drive (NBCD) and bootstrap current.

The FWCD radial profile was determined from the change in the noninductive
current profile as the antenna phasing was changed from co to counter current drive
under otherwise similar conditions.  The profiles of the measured internal loop volt-
ages and non-inductive current densities are shown in Fig. 1 for three L–mode
plasmas with co, symmetric, and counter antenna phasings.  The effect of FWCD
on the loop voltage profile is clearly discernible in the central region of the plasma,
with the symmetric phasing case lying neatly between the co and counter cases.
The non-inductive current density derived from the loop voltage shows a marked
dependence on the antenna phasing inside of r /a = 0.5; this is the expected region
of FWCD.  The integrated non-inductive current for the symmetric phasing case
agrees with the calculated NBCD and bootstrap current, while the difference
between the non-inductive currents for the co and counter phasings indicates that
240 kA of FWCD was present with a centrally peaked profile.

The magnitude and radial profile of the measured FWCD is in good agreement
with theoretical models, as found previously on DIII–D [8].  The profile of the non-
inductive current density driven by fast waves for co and counter antenna phasings
is shown in Fig. 2 for an L–mode plasma with 280 kA of measured FWCD.  This
figure also shows the theoretical FWCD predictions from the FASTCD model based
on the ergodic, weak damping limit [9], the CURRAY ray-tracing model that
includes multiple reflections [10], and the PICES reduced full-wave model [11].
Parasitic ion absorption is included in the PICES calculation but is neglected in the
FASTCD and CURRAY calculations.  The experimental and theoretical FWCD
profiles in Fig. 2 are in good agreement, with the measured profile being only
slightly broader than the predicted profile.  The integrated non-inductive currents
from the three models are within 10% of the measured value.  Figure 2 also
demonstrates that current density driven by fast waves is large compared to the net
current density near the plasma axis; therefore, effective current profile modification
with the fast waves is possible.
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FIGURE 1. Radial profiles of (a) loop voltage and (b) non-inductive current density for
three antenna phasings (    BT = 2.1 T,     n = 1.9 ×1019 m-3 ,     Pnbi = 3.7  MW,     Pfw = 2.2  MW).
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FIGURE 2. Radial profile of the non-
inductive current density driven by fast
waves along with theoretical profiles.  The
net plasma current density is also shown
for comparison (    BT = 2.1 T,     n = 2.1×
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FIGURE 3. Experimental FWCD efficiency
as a function of central electron temperature.
The shaded band indicates the predictions
from the CURRAY ray tracing code.

The measured FWCD efficiency is observed to increase linearly with the elec-
tron temperature over a factor-of-4 range, as shown in Fig. 3.  The BT = 1 T data
were derived from a surface loop voltage analysis [3], while the BT = 2  T data
were derived from co/counter comparisons of the internal loop voltages as in
Fig. 1.  The predicted scaling of the FWCD efficiency from the CURRAY code is
also indicated in Fig. 3 by the shaded band, and is found to agree with the experi-
ments.  The linear electron temperature dependence projects to attractive current
drive efficiencies for power plant conditions.

CURRENT PROFILE CONTROL

The current density driven by the fast waves was comparable to the net current
density near the plasma axis, which resulted in substantial current profile modifica-
tion.  Initial experiments on DIII–D found little difference between the current pro-
files for co and counter FWCD, which was attributed to an offsetting change in the
large Ohmic current profile [12].  To mitigate this Ohmic effect, recent experiments
in DIII–D at higher RF power have increased the ratio of the FWCD to Ohmic cur-
rents by a factor-of-3 or more, which allowed for effective current profile control.

The application of counter FWCD increased the magnetic shear reversal and
delayed the onset of sawteeth, compared to co FWCD.  Figure 4 shows the central
electron temperatures and safety factors for two L–mode discharges with co and
counter FWCD (starting at 1000 ms) that were otherwise similar.  The central
safety factor was substantially raised by counter current drive, which postponed the
time of the first sawtooth by 250 ms compared to co current drive.  Even after
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sawtoothing began, the sawtooth period for the discharge with counter phasing was
three times longer than the sawtooth period for co phasing.  The current profile
control possible with central FWCD is also evident from the change in the net
current density and safety factor profiles when switching between co and counter
phasings, as shown in Fig. 5.  Counter phasing peaked the plasma current off-
axis, increased the shear reversal, and moved the location of the minimum in the
safety factor to larger radii.  These different current profiles produced by co and
counter FWCD also exhibited different thresholds for tearing mode activity [13].

BEAM ION ABSORPTION OF FAST WAVES

In parallel with the current drive experiments, the interaction of fast waves with
energetic beam ions at high harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency was studied.
The partial absorption of fast waves by beam ions was evident from an anoma-
lously large fast particle pressure near the magnetic axis, as shown in Fig. 6.  The
total plasma pressure profile was obtained from the magnetic equilibrium recon-
struction constrained by the MSE data.  For plasmas with NBI heating only, the
total pressure profile was in excellent agreement with the sum of the measured
thermal and the calculated beam-ion pressure profiles.  However, when fast waves
were added to the plasma, the total pressure was found to exceed the thermal and
calculated beam ion pressure in the central region of the plasma.  This anomalous
central pressure must come from energetic particles since all of the thermal plasma
quantities were measured. In addition, the measured neutron rate ( Sn ) was sub-
stantially greater than the calculated neutron rate ( Scalc ) from beam-thermal and
thermonuclear reactions during fast wave injection; the measured and calculated
neutron rates were in good agreement for discharges with NBI heating only.  The
enhanced neutron rate indicates that the anomalous central pressure was due to an
energetic deuterium tail on the beam ion distribution caused by ion cyclotron
absorption of the fast waves.

The anomalous fast ion pressure and neutron rate peaked when a harmonic of
the deuterium cyclotron frequency was located at the center of the plasma.  This is
shown in Fig. 7, where the anomalous neutron rate ∆Sn = Sn − Scalc  and anoma-
lous fast ion stored energy ∆W = Wtot − Wth − Wbeam  are plotted for an L–mode
magnetic field scan at constant auxiliary power and safety factor.  The anomalous
stored energy and neutron rate built up over several tenths of a second during the
fast wave pulse, which is the source of the spread in ∆Sn  and ∆W  in Fig. 7 since
the data was analyzed at various times with respect to the start of fast wave
injection.  Figure 7 shows that the largest anomalous neutron rates, of order ∆Sn
~   Sn / 2, were obtained when the 6th and 7th harmonics of the deuterium cyclotron
frequency for the main FWCD frequency of 83 MHz passed through the plasma
center.  The anomalous fast ion stored energy, of order ∆W W~ /tot 4 , also peaked
at the 6ΩD  resonance and showed indications of peaking at the 7ΩD  resonance as
well.  The amount of fast wave power that was absorbed by the ions can be
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FIGURE 6. Radial profile of the total plasma pressure from a magnetic equilibrium
reconstruction, compared to the measured thermal and calculated beam ion pressure
profiles.  The conditions are the same as for Fig. 5.

estimated from Pabs ≈ ∆W /τs, where τs  is the slowing down time of the ion tail.
For the case in Fig. 7 where the 6ΩD  resonance passes through the axis of the
plasma, this relation gives Pabs /Pfw ~ 0.3  using a calculated value of τs ≈ 0.2   s
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for the plasma center.  Modeling of the anomalous neutron rate for this case using
the Fokker-Planck code CQL3D [14] also finds that 30% of the FWCD power needs
to be absorbed by beam ions to explain the measured neutron rate.

The anomalous neutron rate and fast ion pressure also increased with increasing
NBI power, giving further evidence that the fast waves were interacting with the
beam ions.  An L–mode NBI power scan at constant plasma current and FWCD
power is shown in Fig. 8 for a magnetic field where the wave/ion interaction was
typically weak.  For NBI powers below 4 MW, the anomalous neutron rate and
anomalous fast ion stored energy were both relatively small.  When the neutral
beam power was raised to 5 MW, raising the fast ion beta above 0.5%, a large
increase in ∆Sn  was observed along with a smaller increase in ∆W . The large
increase in ∆Sn  relative to ∆W  may indicate a change in the dominant ion absorp-
tion mechanism from second harmonic damping by the residual hydrogen to 4th
and 5th harmonic damping by the beam ions.

The experimental FWCD efficiency was highest at the magnetic field where the
interaction between the fast waves and the beam ions was weakest.  Figure 9
shows the measured FWCD efficiency, normalized to the central electron tempera-
ture, as a function of magnetic field; the theoretical FWCD efficiency calculated by
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fields of 2 T and above, the experimental FWCD efficiency was in good agreement
with the maximum efficiency that could be theoretically expected.  However, as the
magnetic field was lowered, the measured FWCD  decreased to approximately half
of the maximum theoretical value.  The most likely explanation for this is beam ion
absorption of the fast waves, which would reduce the amount of power available
for current drive.  Although the observed absorption of fast waves by beam ions is
of the correct magnitude to explain this decrease in the FWCD, the magnetic field
dependence of the FWCD efficiency was not as sensitive to the presence of a central
deuterium cyclotron harmonic as was the anomalous fast ion pressure or neutron
rate (see Fig. 7).  This may simply indicate that off-axis ion cyclotron heating does
not generate a large energetic tail due to the shorter slowing down time, but further
modeling is required to confirm the relationship between the reduced FWCD and
the parasitic beam ion absorption.

CONCLUSIONS

Experiments on DIII–D have demonstrated the physics basis for FWCD and
current profile control.  Partial absorption of the fast waves by the beam ions at
high harmonics of the ion cyclotron frequency was observed, which decreased the
FWCD efficiency in DIII–D when the magnetic field was below 2 T.
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